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The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results of Quillen [lo] about 
the cohomology of (the classifying space of) the general linear groups over a 
finite field to the orthogonal case. 
In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the study of the cohomology with 
mod 2 coefficients of (the classifying space of) the orthogonal groups. 
While in [5] we gave a computation of the cohomology ring of the split 
orthogonal groups in the case of the ground field k having 4 = 4m + 1 elements, 
in this paper we also cover the p = 4m + 3 and the nonsplit cases. 
The computation of the modp cohomology with p odd and different from the 
characteristic of k, is basically simpler. It had been announced by Quillen in 
his Nice talk [8], as a consequence of his study of the etale homotopy types of 
algebraic varietes. He also announced partial results for the mod 2 case. The 
details have never appeared. The proof that we give here for the mod 2 case 
applies, with no essential modifications, essentially by substituting the Stiefel- 
Whitney classes with the modp Pontrjagin classes. 
In [12] Fiedorowicz and Priddy have announced the computation of the 
homology of the orthogonal groups over k. 
The proof that we give follows the general lines of the one given by Quillen 
for the general linear case. There are in our case some obstacles which did not 
appear in QuilIen’s proof, expecially considering the fact that for a finite group 
the first KO-theory group KO-‘(BG) is not necessarily zero. 
This problem does not arise in mod p computations when p is odd, therefore 
making the computations in this case considerably simpler. 
We now give a summary of parts of the paper. In Section 1 we define a 
diagram that we call the fundamental diagram, which is the starting point for 
all of our work. This diagram contains a Cartesian square in which the space 
F?i@ in the upper left corner is the real analog of Quillen’s F#s The other 
piece of the diagram is obtained by using results about the Brauer lifting of a 
modular representation in an orthogonal setting. Section 2 is devoted to the 
computation of the mod 2 cohomology of F?j#q. It contains five different sub- 
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sections. In the first subsection we give a rough computation of H*(F%@, 2,). 
In the second we use the fundamental diagram to define some elements u( in 
H*(%yP, 2,) which will be fundamental in the sequel. Unfortunately their 
definition depends on choices made in the definition of the fundamental diagram. 
In the third subsection we consider the ui’s relative to a particular choice and 
we compute a multiplicative formula for them (the corollary to Proposition 3). 
In the fourth we find an explicit base for H*(F%#“, 2,) (Theorem 1). Finally 
in the fifth we compute the value of ui2 (Theorem 2) and this together with the 
results of the fourth section give us the complete structure of the algebra 
H*(F%+, 2,) (Theorem 3). In the third Section we study the homology of F&h. 
In the last Section we apply our results on F%z+P plus the fact that the mod 2 
cohomology of the orthogonal groups over finite fields of odd characteristic is 
detected by suitable subgroup to give our main result (Theorem 6). 
Finally in the Appendix we give the proofs of two results which are well 
known but do not seem to have ever been published. 
1. THE FUNDAMENTAL DIAGRAM 
In this section we want to establish the existence of the diagram 
BP? BOW ,,I + BO=- B 
with the following properties: BO and BO’ are two homotopy equivalent spaces 
representing the functor K”o on compact spaces. BO(k) (resp. BQ) is the 
classifying space of the group O(k) (resp. Q) obtained as the infinite union of 
the orthogonal groups O,(k) (resp. their subgroups of diagonal matrices Q(n)) 
of the vector space k” with bilinear form x:i xi yi under the inclusions O,(k) C 
O,+,(k) (resp. Q(n) C Q(n + 1)) induced by the inclusion of km in kn+l as the 
subspace with the last coordinate equal to zero. The map j is the map induced 
by the union of the inclusions $, : Q(n) C O,,(k). The square, 
BO (o.id)’ ’ B 
is Cartesian, and its vertical lines are fibrations with fiber IRBSO, BSO being 
the universal double covering of BO. The other spaces and maps will be defined 
in the sequel. 
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We shall begin with the Cartesian square. Let BO be a fixed classifying space, 
for example, the infinite real Grassmanian, for I%. We have (see the Appendix) 
LEMMA Al. Let N((I%$, I%) denote the set of natural transformations 
(fi,n -+ I%. Then, 
N((fi)n, 6) = [BO”, BO]. 
Now let q be an odd integer and let, 
a:BO-+BO 
represent the Adams operation I,@ in fi. 
We define the homotopy theoretical fixpoint set of #‘J as the fiber product 
9 1 1 A 
BO (o.id) >BO x BO 
where A is the map which sends each path to its endpoints. 
We want to define a slightly different space from FO@ which will be more 
useful for our purposes. 
It is well known that H*(BO, 2,) e .Z,[w,, w2 ,...I where the Wi’s are the 
universal Stiefel-Whitney classes and so, by the Kunneth formula, we have, 
H*(BO x BO, ZJ = Z.J’wr’, wl, ~a’,...] with WI(“) = &,,(w,), where p, 
(resp. pa) denote the projection onto the first (resp: the second) factor. 
Now let us define B to be the total space of the double covering of BO x BO 
associated to the element wr’ + w; E H1(BO x BO, 2,): 
Immediately it can be seen that 
H*(B, 2,) = H*(BO x BO, Zz)/(wI’ + w;). 
Now consider the map BO --+ BOZ. Since q is odd we have that a* is equal 
to the identity in mod 2 coh%%ogy, so, we have (a, id)*(w,’ + w’;) = 0. 
This implies that there exists (a, id)‘: BO -+ B such that the diagram 
B 
(0.M) 
A 
f 
BOwBOxBO 
commutes. 
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Now let us consider the maps BO x BO 7 BO representing the difference 
operation in K”o. Fixing a base point b E BO, we can define d, using the homotopy 
extension theorem, in such a way that d(x, X) = b and d(x, b) = d(b, X) = x, 
tlx E BO. 
If we define m: BO’+ BOI x Bo{b} to be the map which sends the path p 
to the path t -+ d(p(t), p(l)) which J ‘oins dA(p) = d(p(O), p( 1)) to the base 
point, we get a diagram 
FO@ ’ + BO’ ” + BO’ x Bo{b) 
c h 
BO: (id o,+ BO x BO v  BO 
which is commutative and in which all the vertical lines are fibrations with the 
same fiber QBO. So BO’ is homotopy equivalent to (BO’ x Bo{b}) x..(BO x BO), 
and we identify BO’ with this space. 
Now let us consider the universal double covering of BO 
BSO 
k 
We have that, since the map dA is nullhomotopic, (dA)*(wd = 0, this means 
d*(w,) E Ker A * = (0, wr’ + zu;} since A is homotopic to the diagonal. 
So (df)*(w,) = 0 an d so there exists d’ such that the following diagram 
B d’ BSO 
1 I” 
BO x BO -d+ BO 
commutes. 
Now consider the fiber product 
b Z --+ BSO’ x sso(b’} 
A” 
1 1 
fi 
B-BSO 
where b’ is chosen such that k(b’) = b. 
PROPOSITION 1. Z is homotopy equivalent to BOI. 
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Proof. I f  we consider the two diagrams 
BSO’ x sso(b’) 
and 
BO’ x BOW 
1 
h 
BO x BOyBO 
using k and d’ we can easily define a map from the first to the second, so a map a: 
Z + BOI is defined. 
Now, since the map BO’ 
lifts to a map BOI 7 B. 
7 B02 is homotopic to the diagonal, it clearly 
In order to have a map f : BO1 -+ BSO x sso{b’} such that the diagram 
BO’ s, BSO’ x BSo{b’) 
A’ 
1 1 
K 
B d’ l BSO 
commutes, we have to prove that d’d’ is nullhomotopic. But now let us choose 
an homotopy preserving the base points 
between dil and the constant map. 
The obstruction for lifting such a homotopy to a homotopy between d’d’ and 
the constant map lies in H1(BO1 x I, BO’ x (0) u BOf x (1) U {b} x I, 2,) = 
H”(BO’, 6, 2,) = 0. 
So d’d’ is homotopic to the constant map and we can lift it to BSOI x Bso{b}, 
thus proving the existence off and getting a map T: BOI --+ 2. 
Now it is clear that ar: BOI -+ Z + BOX is equal to the identity of BOI. 
Vice versa, for ra: Z -+ BOI -+ 2, we get A’ra N A’ by a homotopy T because 
both are Wings of the same map hBA’ and, reasoning as before, we have that 
the obstruction for these maps to be homotopic lies in EP(Z x I, 2 x (0) u 2 x 
(1) u (b”} x I) = 0, where b” E 2 is a base point and all the maps are chosen to 
be base-point preserving. 
Again if T is the homotopy d’T then T is clearly nullhomotopic as a map T: 
Z x I + BSO so it lifts to a T’: 2 x I-+ BSO x Bs&b}. 
It follows that, using the homotopy extension theorem, we can define T’ in 
such a way that hT’/Z x (0) = h Ta and hT’/Z x (1) = h. This implies that 
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using the universal properties of fiber product we can define a homotopy 
T:ZxI-+Zsuchthat T/2x(O)= ~(1: and T/Z x (1) = id, thus proving 
the proposition. Q.E.D. 
We now define F?jyP to be the fiber product 
Note. In view of Proposition 1 we shall denote Z by BO’ and the fibration 
A” by A’. 
We now pass to the remaining part of the fundamental diagram. It is well 
known [6,9] that, given a finite group G, the Brauer lifting allows us to associate 
to any n-dimensional orthogonal representation of G over the algebraic closure 
of k, K, a well-defined element in [BG, BO]. 
Further, if the representation under consideration is obtained by extension 
of scalars, from a representation over K, the induced homotopy class in [BG, BO] 
lies in [BG, BO]““, i.e., the invariants under the action of the Adams operation #“. 
Now let, for every positive integer s, kc,, 3 h be the extension of K with q5 
elements, then K = us /qT) under the canonical inclusions. Such inclusions 
induce inclusions 0,(/q,,) C O,(&+r)); f  ur th er, in the same fashion as for O,(K) 
we have inclusions O,(kc,,) C O,+r(Kc,J. We define 
W) = u Q&h)) 
(12.8) 
under the above inclusions. 
We have (see the Appendix) 
LEMMA A2. [BO(h), BO] = b(,,,) [BO,(kc,,), BO]. 
I f  we put O(&) = & 0,(&j), we get the 
COROLLARY. PO(W BOI = lim, Wnh,), BOI. 
I f  we consider the canonical n-dimensional orthogonal representation over 
Kc,, of 0,(/q,,) we have already shown how to associate to such a representation 
an element of [BO,(kf,,), BO], let us call it T:‘. 
Further, if we consider the inclusion 0,(&j) O,J,K(,*J) for 7t < n’, s < s’, we 
can associate to this inclusion an element in [BO,(k~,)), BO,,(k(,$j, let us call it 
T$,:!, . It follows immediately, by compatibility, that we have 
M (8.8’) (s’) 
“(n) = ~(n.la’)~(n’) 
as elements of [BO,(k(,)), BO]. 
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LEMMA 1. (i) The sequence {#) (nj}(n,S) de&es a unique element ?r E [BO(K), BO]. 
(ii) The sequence 7rcnJ w dejnes a unique element rlS) E [BO(kc,,), BO]@ for 
each s. 
Proof. (i) is clear by Lemma A2. 
(ii) follows from the corollary and the fact that 7$\ E [BO,(&), BO)tiaa 
for each n. Q.E.D. 
Note. It is clear by unicity that if z-($) E [Bo(k(,~), BO(k)] denotes the 
element associated to the inclusion O(k(,)) C O(K), we have rr(,) = 4%. 
In particular Lemma 1 gives us an element rr’ = ~(1) E [BO(k), BO]. 
Thus, in order to complete the construction of the fundamental diagram we 
only have to define a map *IT: BO(k) + FO+, satisfying the relation $6 = r’. 
In order to do so, let us consider the composite map 
then this map can be proved to be nullhomotopic by reasoning as in the proof 
of Proposition 1. So, #(a, id)‘& lifts to BSO’ x sso{b) thus defining a map 
? BO(k) -+ %+“, and completing the construction of the fundamental diagram. 
Remark. Two liftings of the map r’ are not necessarily homotopic so that 
the homotopy class of 7j is not uniquely defined. 
2. THE COHOMOLOGY OF F%#Q 
2.1. A First Computation of H*(F%#Q, ZJ 
From now on, given any space X, H*(X) will denote the mod 2 cohomology 
of x. 
PROPOSITION 2. For a suitable filtration of the ring H*(F%@‘) we have, 
gr H*(&@) = Z,[w, , wp ,... ] @ A[u, , ug ,... ] 
with deg(wJ = i and deg(u,) = i - 1. 
In particular the Poincard series of H*(F?@ is 
fi (1 + q/(1 - 0 
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Proof. We consider the square 
of the preceding paragraph. 
In order to apply the result in [9] asserting that, given a fiber square 
xxyz---+x 
1 1 
Z-Y 
where the vertical lines are fibrations, and Y is simply connected, there exists a 
spectral sequence (E,) * H*(X x r 2) such that E, E ToF*(r)(H*(Z), H*(X)), 
we should have B simply connected; but it is easy to see that the proof in [9] 
goes over verbatim in the weaker hypothesis that the fibration X -+ Y is 
orientable, i.e., if the action of al(X) over the homology of the fiber is trivial. 
The fibration BOI -2 B is clearly orientable since it is induced by the 
fibration BSO1 x sso(b’} + BSO which h as a simply connected base space. 
The above discussion implies that we have an Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence {E,} =s= H*(F?;@‘) with 
E,“** g Tor!:‘B’(H*(BO), H*(BO’)). 
We have H*(B) = Z,[w, , wa’, wi ,...I with wr = f *(wr’) = f  *(WY) and 
W ‘(“) = f  *(w’(“)) for each i > 2. 
Since 4 is odd we have already noted that u* acts as the identity in cohomol- 
ogy and since A (resp. (a, id)‘) is a lifting to B of A (resp. (id, u)), we have 
(a, id)‘*(wi’) = (a, id)‘* = d’(wi’) = d’(wI) = wi for i > 2 and (a, id)‘*(w,)= 
A’*(,) = WI. 
This means that (a, id)‘* and A’* define the same H*(B) module structure on 
the two isomorphic groups H*(BO) and H*(BO’), and that they are both equal, 
as H*(B) modules, to the module H*(B)/I; w h ere I is the ideal generated by 
wit + w; for i > 2. 
Now let A, and A, be the two subrings of H*(B) generated, respectively, by 
WI’ + w; for i > 2, 
wr and wr’ for i 2 2. 
We have 
H*(B) = A, @ A,, 
H*(B)/1 = A, . 
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Then, by the Kunneth formula [5], we have 
E, = TorA1@b(Az, A,) = Tor”l(Z, , 2,) @ A,. 
Since A, is a polynomial algebra with generators in degrees 2, 3,..., we have [5] 
TorA1(Zs, 2,) = A[+, us ,...I 
with deg(uJ = i - 1. 
This implies 
with wi E Eipi and u. E E;lli-l. Since E, is generated be elements in ,?$* and t 
E,l**, and on these the differentials are all zero, we get E, = E, and hence 
the result. Q.E.D. 
2.2. The Elements ui 
Let us now take under consideration the fundamental diagram of Section 1: 
BQ j’ BO(k) n’ BO (LT.&%) ’ B- 
We have that, since the symmetric group on n letters acts on Q(n) by permuting 
the entries on the diagonal, there is an action of the infinite symmetric group 
Z, on Q inducing an action on H*(BQ). 
LEMMA 2. (1) The homomorphism qxH*(BO) + H*(F%@) is injectiwe. (2) The 
homomorphism (ej)* maps H*(F%t,@) onto H*(BQ)=-, the invariants under the 
action of Z:, . 
Proof. It is easily seen that the map(P’j)* maps H*(BO) onto H*(BQ)‘m 
injectively. Indeed, if we consider the element in [BQ(n), BO] induced by the 
Brauer lifting of the inclusion of Q(n) in O,(k), it is immediately seen that such 
an element is the same as the one induced by the inclusion of Q(n) in 0, as the 
subgroup of diagonal matrices. Thus, passing to Q, our assertion follows from 
well-known facts on the cohomology of BO. 
Since n’j = #+j, this gives the first part of the lemma and also proves that 
Im(iij)* r) H*(BQ). 
But now, since, for each n, the normalizer of Q(n) in O,(k) acts by conjugation 
on Q(n) by permuting the entries on the diagonal, it is clear that Im j* C 
H*(BQ)% thus implying that also Im(iij)* C H*(BQ)zm and proving the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
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Now if we consider the diagram 
FO L BO’ 
we can define, by diagram chasing (see [lo] for details), a homomorphism 
(a: F + A’ denotes the couple of maps (y’, (aid)‘)): 
D,,: ker(Hn(B) - Hn(BO) @ H”(B0’)) 
1 
H”-‘(F%#“)/~*(H”-‘(BO)) + y’*(H”-‘(BO’)), 
which is an H*(B)-module homomorphism and is such that, if u E ker(a, id)‘* 
and ZI E ker(d’)*, D,~(uv) = 0. Further, since A’* and (a, id)‘* are onto, we have 
H*(F?#g) H*(F?j+) 
g)‘(H*(BO)) + y*(H*(BO’)) = (p’(H*(BO)) . 
Now, let us take for each t 2 2, the elements rut’ + zu; E Hi(B). Since such 
elements lie in the kernel of (A’*, (a, id)‘*), we can consider Dp(q’ + wi) = 
6, E H”-‘(&)/y*(H”(BO)). 
It is clear by Lemma 6 that there is only one element in the lateral class ut 
which is in the kernel of (iij>*. 
So we can give the following 
DEFINITION. For each t the elements *tit E Ht-‘(%@), t >, 2, are defined 
as the unique elements in the lateral classes zZt such that (+jt)* (,uJ = 0. 
Remarks. (1) By putting a subscript 75 under ut we want to emphasize the 
fact that the construction of the {&> depends on the choice of 75. 
(2) We have defined the &,z+} in H*(&,P) only when 4 is the order of a 
finite field of odd characteristic (i.e., CJ = p” for some odd prime p). 
The case of any odd integer can be treated in the same way since the role of 
O(k) in the above discussion is irrelevant, because we could have studied 
directly the elements in [B&(n), F%I,,@], w ic a ain are not uniquely defined, h’ h g 
that arise in any case from jlL E [BQ(n), BO], ja depending only by the diagona1 
representation of Q(n) in O(n). 
2.3 Multiplicative formulas 
Let O,(K) be the nth orthogonal group of the vector space I@ with bilinear 
form CI=, xiyi . 
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If kc,, are defined, for each s, as in Section 4 we clearly have O,(K) = 
UL O&d* 
Let x --P XP be the pth Frobenius automorphism in h, and let Fm : O,(K)3 be 
the automorphism of O,(K) defined by 
F,(U,j) = (cgj) 
where (aij) = A denotes an pt x n matrix in O,(R). 
I f  G, C O,(K) x O,(K) is the kernel of the homomorphism d: O,(h) x O,(k)-+ 
(-1, l> defined as d(A, B) = det A det B, let A, : O,(K) -+ G,, be the homo- 
morphism defined as &,(A) = (A, A), and let pi,’ : O,(K) -+ G, be the homo- 
morphism defined as Fin’(A) = (Fn(A), A). 
Now let us consider a map A,, : BO,(k) -+ BG, (resp. F,, : BO,(k) + BG,) 
representing the element in [Bon(h), BG,I associated to A, (resp. r;‘,‘). Further, 
since A, is an inclusion let us choose A, to be a fibration with fiber G,/O,(fz). 
We define X, to be the fiber product 
PROPOSITION 3. ri(Xn) = 0 ifi # 1 nl(X,) = O,(K). Thus X, is a cZas$jing 
space for O,(h). 
Proof. Let us take base points in BO,(k) and BG, so that F, and A, are 
based maps (this is possible since we can vary F,, up to homotopy). 
It follows that also IJI% and yn can be considered as base-point preserving maps. 
Now since A, is a fibration we have that the map 6: rl(BG,) + vr,,(Gnlo,(lt)) 
is just the map which assigns to an element (A, B) E G, = q(BG,,) its left 
lateral class modulo O,(K). 
But, given an element (A, B) E G, , we have that 
6(/l, B) = S(AB-I, 1). 
So 6 factors through the map 6: G, + SO,(K), which assigns to each (A, B) E G,, 
the element AB-1 E SO,(K) and the map 5: SO,(K) -+ Gnlo,(r;) which assigns to 
each A E SO,(K) the lateral class [(A, 1)] E Gn,o,(E) . 
The map _S is clearly bijective. 
Now let us consider the map of homotopy exact sequences 
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We have Fnip = l;i, : ~,(B0,(k)) g O,(k) + n,(BG,) E G, . Since yne is 
injective, we have that n,(X) is isomorphic to the subgroup of O,(R) which is 
mapped by F, into the kernel of 6. But this is exactly the subgroup of matrices 
A E O,(k) such that F,(A) = A, i.e., the subgroup of the matrices with entries 
in k, O,(K). 
So we have proved rri(X,) E O,(k). 
Since we have 6’ = SF,, and since 6 = 55 and S_ is bijective it is sufficient to 
prove that 6F,, : O,(k) --f SO,(K) is onto. 
We have 
SF,,(A) = /IFA-’ 
and S,F, is onto since, by the Lang isomorphism [6], the restriction of SF,, 
to SO,(K) is onto. 
So we have proved TT,,(X,) = 0. 
Now ni(X,) = 0 for i 3 2 follows from the homotopy exact sequence of 
the fibration 
G nt O,(f) 
since rri(Gnlo,~k)) = 0 for i >, 1 and v,(BO,(k)) = 0 for i > 2. Q.E.D. 
Since X, is a classifying space for O,(k) we shall denote it by BO,(Fz). 
Now let us consider the groups O(R), O(k) which have already been defined, 
and G ‘= uI1 G, . Clearly O(K) = O,(K). S ince the Fn’s are compatible we can 
define a homomorphism Z? O(h) + O(k) by taking P = unFn and also a 
homomorphism F’: O(K) - G which is the union of the (pn’>. 
Similarly we can define the homomorphism d = &an : O(K) + G. Now 
let us denote by A: BO(K) + BG the fibration induced by d with fiber G/O(R), 
and let F: BO(k) - BG be a map in the homotopy class of [BO(k), BG] induced 
by p’. 
We define X to be the fiber product 
X Y, BO(k) 
4 lA 
BO(t;) T BG . 
It follows immediately from Proposition 4, by passing to the limit that X is a 
classifying space for O(K). In view of this we shall denote X by BO(k). 
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Now let us consider the element r E [BO(k), BO]. 
We have 
THEOREM [7J 
H*(BO(k)) E .z,[q ) q ,...I 
Using this theorem we get that 
where g6 = r*(wJ. 
H*(BG) gs H*(BO(K) x BO(K))/(w,’ + a;) 
with a’(“) = priu(@J, where pri is the projection of BO(k) x BO(k) on the 
ith factor (; = 1,2). 
Now let us consider the element 7 E [BG, BO x BO] defined as ;i = (n x n)or 
where o! E [BG, BO(k) x BO(h)] denotes the element associated to the inclusion 
of G into O(K) x O(k). 
I f  we take a map F: BG + BO x BO in the homotopy class q it is trivial from 
the above that there exists a map e: BG + B such that the diagram 
B 
e 
/I 
f 
BG-pBO x BO 
where f denotes, as in Section 1, the double covering, commutes. 
It also follows, since the Brauer lifting is additive, that, if we consider the 
composite map eA: BO(K) -+ B, then there exists a map a: BO(K) -+ BO’ such 
that the following diagram - - 
BO’ 
A 
a A’ 
BO(h) -T--+B 
A’ being the fibration with fiber SZBSO, commutes. Thus we can define the 
following commutative diagram 
B O(k) --Jf-+ BO(K) a, BO’ 
(*) 
Now, easy computations and Lemma A2 provide 
WI = I+, W4 
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as elements of [BO(&), B]. Thus we can choose a homotopy Ht : BO(k) x I--+ B 
such that H, = eF and Hl = (0, id) ‘r where 7? is a representative for the class 
T E [BO(k), BO]. 
If  we apply Ht it follows, by the covering homotopy theorem that there exists 
a homotopy Ht’: BO(k) x I - BO’ such that H,,’ = ay and H,’ covers Ht 
for each t E I. 
At the end of these homotopies the diagram (*) will be transformed into the 
diagram 
in fact it follows immediately by the universal property of fiber product that 
H,’ factors through y’. , 
It follows from Lemma 1 and the note under it, that using the notation of 
Section 1, [~‘7?] = [++I = 77’. 
So we have that we can define the elements [>lui Hi-l(F%@), for each i 2 2. 
Note. Since from now on we shall consider only the elements *tui with 
75 = & we shall put [;lui = ui . 
Now let us take up the notation of Section 5, we have 
LEMMA 3. (i) The homomorphism ye*: H*(BO(k)) + H*(BO(k)) is into. 
(ii) The homomorphism j,*: H*(BO(k)) + H*(BQ) maps H*(BO) onto 
H*(BQ)% 
Proof. By the theorem, the proof proceeds exactly as the proof of Lemma 2. 
Now, by reasoning as in number 2 we can define, for each t > 2, the element 
is, E Ht-l(BO(K)) as the unique elements in the lateral class Df(~i+l + ?$+J 
such that j*(&J = 0, w h ere we put P cp + d equal to the couple of maps(y, F). 
Since from the construction of ii and from the fact that Drfr,) clearly depends 
on the homotopy class of r(F), it follows that Dre* = G*Dr, as maps from 
ker((a, id)‘*, d’*) to Coker(v*). 
LEMMA 4. g*(q) = iit . 
Proof. The lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition of the 
ut’s and U$‘S and of the relation D,e* = G*D,, . Q.E.D. 
Now let us consider the homomorphism m: O(k) x O(K) --+ O(k) defined as 
the union of the direct sum homomorphism m(,,,) : O,(k) x O,(k) + O,+,(K). 
By the definition of G, we have that, if we consider the restriction v(~,~) of the 
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homomorphism m(,,,) x m(,,,) : (O,(K) x O,(k))2 + (0,+t(K))2 to the subgroup 
G,, x Gt we get Im w(~,~) C G,,+t . 
Further, it can be immediately verified that the following diagram 
commutes. 
O,(K) x O,(K) 3% On+@) 
1 
F,‘XF,’ 
1 
F’ ?Z+: 
G, x G - G,,, 
“(n.t) 
So this implies that the diagram 
O(K) x O(K) -2 O(R) 
1 
F' 1 F' 
GxG;--+G 
where u: G x G -+ G is defined as the union of the ZJ(,,,~)‘S, commutes. 
By taking representatives for the homotopy classes of maps induced by the 
homomorphisms in the above diagram, we get a diagram 
BO(k) x BO@) d, BO(K) 
(71) 1 FxF 1 F 
BG x BG yBG 
which is commutative up to homotopy. 
Similarly, we get the homotopy commutative diagram 
BO(K) x BO(h) -h BO@) 
1 AxA 1 
BG x BG a BG. 
Since in this case we have chosen A to be a fibration we can make (~2) into a 
commutative diagram by the covering homotopy theorem. So, from now on we 
fix fi and d in such a way that (TJ is commutative. 
Now let us consider the diagram 
BO(k) x BO(k) ----f BO(h) x BO(k) -% BO(k) 
w 1 CXV 1 AxA 1 A 
BO(K) x BO(h) FXF~ BG x BG 7 BG 
which is commutative by the above discussion; and let us choose a homotopy 
607127/3-2 
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H, : BO(K) x BO(K) x I -+ BG such that H,, = d(F x F) and HI = F%. By 
the covering homotopy theorem there exists a homotopyL, : BO(k) x BO(k) x 
I--+ BO(k) covering Ht . So, at the end of these homotopies, the above diagram 
will be transformed in the commutative diagram 
BO(k) x BO(k) _“, BO(k) 5 BO(K) 
@A) ‘px9 
BO(K) x BO(k) y  BO(k) 7 BG 
where L, = w by the universal property of fiber product. 
LEMMA 5. p: BO(k) x BO(k) - BO(k) represents the homomorphism defined 
as the union of the direct sum homomorphism /J(~,~); O,(k) x O,(k) -+ O,+,(k). 
Proof. Since vt~ = Kz(p, x p’) and we have seen that 4p represents the in- 
clusion O(k) C O(K) we must have that p must represent the restriction to 
O(k) x O(k) of the homomorphism m, thus proving the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Let us return to the diagrams (22,) and (52,). Since, as we have already noticed, 
the homomorphism Dr depends only by the homotopy class of r, we have 
/L*D, = D,,,d*. (*) 
Now let us consider the canonical projections of the square 
BO(k) x BO(k) d BO(k) x BO(k) 
i 
vxv 
i 
AxA 
BO(k) x BO(k) FxF+ BG x BG 
onto the square 
B O(k) 2 BO(h) 
i 1 
BO(h) 7 BG. 
If we denote by x @ 1 (resp. 1 @ x) the image of an element of H*(X), X is 
any space in the above square, in H*(X x X) under the cohomology homo- 
morphism induced by the first (resp. the second) projection, we get, by the 
functoriality of D, that D&y @ 1) = Dr( y) @ 1 for y  E H*(BG), and similarly 
for 1 @y. 
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LEMMA 6. 
D,*((fq 0 q)’ + (a1 0 qj”> 
= (Dr(eUi’ + a:)) @ (q~*aJ + (v*fifJ @ (D,(Wj’ + a;)) for i, j > 2, 
= (D,(fq’ + a;)) @ (Ip*q) forj= l,i>2, 
=o forj = i = 1. 
Proof. From what we have noticed above, it follows 
Dp((q’ + q:) 0 1) = (D&’ + @I)) @ 1 
and similarly for 1 @ (ai’ + a:). 
Since 
we have by the properties of Dr : 
Dre((a$ @ q) + (q @ q)“) 
= (Dr(mi’ + iv;)) @ q’ + a; @ (Dr(wj’ + tL$‘)) 
= (D,(q’ + q:)) @ (cp*q) + (cp*q) @ (Or@’ + q’ + a”)). 
Now suppose j = 1, i >, 2. 
Then or’ = W: = W, . So, (c& @ r&)’ + (c& @ @J = (a(’ + $‘) @ a1 , then 
by the properties of D, D&(@’ + t$‘) @ aI) = (D,(ii&’ + $‘)) @ y*(iQ. 
Finallyifi =j = 1, 
(q @ q)’ = (q @ iq)” 
and so the proof of the lemma is complete. Q.E.D. 
If we consider the square 
BO(I;) x BO(K) m_ BO(K) 
nx77 
1 1 
w 
BO x BO yB0 
we have that the additivity of the Brauer lifting plus Lemma A2 imply its 
homotopy commutativity. 
This gives 
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Proof. By the known multiplicative formulas for Stiefel-Witney classes we 
have 
s*(woi) = 1 Wk @ wj , 
k+j=i 
and by the above diagram 
fii*(tq = fi*(Tr*(w,)) = (7r x 77)*(s*(wJ). 
So, we have 
We are now ready to prove 
PROPOSITION 4. 
/L*(Ui) = 1 U, @ (q*@b) + (F*Wa) O iS, 
a+b=i 
for each i 3 2, where we put u1 = u = 0. 
Proof. I f  we consider the image of P*(c<) modulo Im(g, x CJJ)* we get 
p*(q = p*(Dr(wi’ + iii;,, = Dr@“(wi + fq) 
by (*>a 
But, 
= Dj-z c @a @ @b)” 
a&d 
c (w, @ @b)’ + (w, @ ab)” 
p)*wb) + (F*wJ 0 (D,@, + $))I, 
by Lemma 7, with D,(w~’ + CI~) = 0 when a = 0,l. 
Now by the definition of & it follows that p*(tiJ must be the only element in 
the lateral class Drz(v”*(~i’ + $‘)) which lies in Ker( ji x j,)*; in fact it is clear 
that a( i x J) is homotopic toi. But this element is clearly just 
a& (% @ (P’*abi,) + ub @ (v*%)) with 2~ = % = 0, 
thus proving the proposition. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. 
2.4. An Explicit Base for H*(l%@) 
From now on we put ai = ~*(a~) and wi = v’*(wJ, for each i. 
So we can write the multiplicative formulas of the preceding paragraph as 
pL*(@+) = 1 w, 0 Wb , 
afb=i 
p*@i) = c @a 8 ab + aa 8 Ilb), 
a+b=l 
with ur = u = 0. 
Now let us introduce indeterminates t, s with sa = 0, If  we put 
- 
Wts = 1 + c a$ + iqti+ls @I = 0) 
i>l 
we can rewrite our multiplicative formulas as 
Let us consider now the group O,(K). 
It is easy to see that this group is a diedral group with 2(q - 1) elements if 
4 = 4n + 1, 2(q + 1) elements if Q = 4n + 3 and it is known [9] that 
H*(O,(k)) ei Z,[x, , x2, l]/(l” + lx,) 
with deg xi = deg 1 = 1 and deg x2 = 2, and with ~~(a~) = xi , i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 5. If f E [BO,(k), BO(k)] is the komotopy class associated to the 
canonid inclusion of O,(k) in O(k) then: 
(i) I f  A is the shdgebra of H*(O,(k)) generated by x, , x2, f  *(Q, we hawe 
A = H*(O,(k)). In particular f *(zs2) = 0. 
(ii) f  *(mi) = f  *(&) = 0, for i > 3. 
Proof. (i) Let us consider the two squares 
BW) y, BO(k) 
4 b 
BO(k) F BG 
210 
and 
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BSO,(K) 7 F BSO(ii) 
92 
1 1 
4 
BSO2(4 (f,id) BSO,(I;) x BSO,(k) 
where the second is defined in exactly the same way as the corresponding square 
for O,(K), F denotes a map induced by the homomorphism F: SO,(h) - SO,(k) 
defined using the Frobenius homomorphism. 
By using the same methods of the preceding section, it is easy to see that, if 
JE [BSO,(k), BO(k)] denotes the homotopy class corresponding to the canonical 
inclusion of SO,(K) in O(k) and JE [BSO,(R) x BSO,(K), BG] denotes the 
homotopy class corresponding to the canonical inclusion of SO,(K) x SO,(K) 
in G, we have 
where D,2 is defined for r, = (ys , (F, Af)) as Dr for r. 
Now it is known SO,(K) = K* and, since K* is a union of an expanding 
sequence of finite cyclic groups of order prime to char k and since the relevant 
Bocksteins are all zero H*(SO,(K), C) E C[X] with deg x = 2, where C is any 
finite cyclic group of order prime to char R. In particular if C = 2, , it follows 
immediately from Quillen’s theorem that, if f~ [BSO,(k), BO(h)] is the 
homotopy class induced by the canonical inclusion of SO,(R) in O(R), then 
x =f(tis). Now we separate two cases. If  4 = 4m + 1 let us take coefficients in 
Z/h(q - l), where h is an even integer prime to char K, and let us consider the 
map of exact sequences 
... -+ Hl(BSO,(k), Z/h(q - 1)) -% Hz&, Z/h& - 1)) -L H2((BS02(k))2, Z/h(q - I)) 
1 
P,Z 
1 
=z 1 (F,id)* 
.-. + fP(BSO,(k), Z/h@ - 1)) 4 H2(vs , Z/h(q- 1)) 2 H2(BS02(k), Z/h@- 1)). 
We have that, if we put XI(“) = pr1c2)(x) where pri (i = 1, 2) denotes the ith 
canonical projection BSO,(k) x BSO,(K) -+ BSO,(k), A,(& - x”) = 0. This 
implies that there is an element z E H2(d,, Z/h(q - 1)) such that T(Z) = 
x’ - 3”. 
Now let us consider r,*(z) = z’. Since, if we consider the homomorphism 
Z/h(q - 1) -+ Z, which sends one to one and the corresponding homomorphism 
0: H2(BS02(k), Z/h(q - 1)) -+ H2(BS0,(K), Z,), we get that 0(x) =J*(w.J, so 
by the definition of D and the fact thatfrD = Dr2p* we get that, in order to 
prove that f”(u2) # 0, it is sufficient to prove that there is no element z E H2(v2 , 
Z/h(q - 1)) such that 22 = z’. Now, since 4/q - 1 it is easily seen that SO,(K) g 
k* = Z/(p - 1). 
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It follows from the universal coefficients exact sequence that Hs(SO,(K), 
w@ - 1)) Es ml - I>, and we can choose pa* as a generator. Since 
(F, id)*(zc’ - x”) = (Q - 1)x we have ~‘(2’) = (q - 1)x so if we suppose that 
there exists f  such that 2~ = z’ we have T’(S) = ((q - 1)/2)x, or T’(%) = 
w7 - 1M + w - 1x%* 
But, by exactness q*‘(g) = 0 = ((q - 1)/2) &CC) which is absurd since &*(x) 
is a generator of H2(BSO(k), Z/h(q - 1)) = Z/q - 1. 
If  q = 4m + 3 the proof goes in exactly the same way, since SO,(K) s 
Z/(q + l), by taking h = q + 1. 
Now, if we consider the homotopy class h E [&SO,(h), BO,(K)], induced by 
the canonical inclusion, we clearly get 
f=fh’ 
and since we have provedp(ua) # 0 while it is knownp(ar) = 0, we have that 
f*(uJ # f *(WI). So, by the structure of H*(BO,(k)) we have that f *(uJ = 1 or 
f *(us) = 1 + f *(wJ. In either case it can be immediately seen that f  *(WI), 
f  *(wJ, and f  *(r+.) generate the whole H*(BO,(k)). 
So (i) is proved and (ii) follows immediately from the relation 
and the theorem of Quillen. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Given a finite group G and an orthogonal representation X of G 
over k, if LX? E [BG, BO(k)] corresponds to X, we can consider the elements 
s*(wJ, #*(ui) as characteristic classes for the representation A? and the class 
w,,(~) = 1 + c 9*(wi) ti + #*(U*) ti-4 
is1 
as a total cohomology characteristic class for &‘. 
With these notations, Proposition 7 asserts that if .% is the canonical two- 
dimensional representation of O,(k), then 
w&q = 1 + f  *(W + f  *(%p2 + f  *(u2)% 
and the coefficients of the nonconstant terms of the above polynomial in t and s, 
generate H*(BO,(k)). 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 1. The monomials 
=1 02 . . . 
Wl"2 
$1 82 . . . 
2% 
whereor, >,O,O <PI < l,Vicdai =t$f or all but a jinite number of i’s, form 
a basis for the algebra H(F%@). 
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Proof. Let us consider the map 
An;,: BO,(k) x *-* x BO,(R) -+ BO(R) 
n times 
defined by induction in the following way: 
t?l =f L, = p(R,_, x IQ. 
We put $i& = h, . 
Now let us define a homomorphism F from 
-WWJ~ (w,>> h,*k41 
u*(oz(h)) = (h,*(zQ + h,(u,) h,*(w,)) = A 
to the algebra 
G&‘, x”, yll( y2 + Y> = B 
byF(h,*(w,)) = x’ + x”, F(h,*(w,)) = X’S”, F(hl*(u2)) = (x’ + x”) y. It is clear 
that F is injective. 
Consider the homomorphism: 
H*(o,(w x *** x O,(k)) = A @ e-q @A, 
-- 
n times n times 
by Kunneth’s formula, we immediately get from the corollary to Proposition 4, 
Proposition 5, and the definition of F” that 
F”h,*(wJ = oi 
where oi denotes the ith elementary symmetric function in (x1’, xi,..., xn’, xl) 
for i < 2n; Fnh,*(wi) = 0 for i >, 272; and also 
Fnh,*(ui) = uie2(x;, xi ,..., Jz’/, ii ,..., xn’, x;I)(xk’ + xi)yk , for i < 2n, 
k=l 
F”h,*(uJ = 0, for i > 2n. 
Now we want to prove that the elements Fnhh,*(w: **. W2n”l (yn ‘l ... z&J with 
% ,“‘> a2n 2 0, 0 ,< B1 ,..., jgn < 1 are independent in 
B @ --. @ B = B@“. 
n times 
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It is readily seen that we can consider BBn as a quotient of the algebra 
Zzh’, x; ,**-, %a’, 4 , Yl’, r; 3***9 Yla’, r:l/(r;2 + YI’, r;” + r; ,***, rii2 + r3 
over the ideal generated by the elements yl’ + yi,..., yn’ + yl . Let us call Q the 
quotient homomorphism. 
LEMMA 7. The following identity holds 
F@“h,*&) = q 
( 
5 (ui-&cl’, x; ,..., &‘, x: ,..., x;) y, 
S=l 
+ u&lx1', x; ,..., a: ,..., x3y: 
) 
. 
Proof. We can write 
(4 U&Xl’, x; ,..., J*‘,..., x3 = x;u&$(xI’, x; ,..., 4,‘, a: ,...) xi) 
+ u&x;, x; ,..., Le:, a: ,..., xi). 
We have 
Q(U&l(Xl’, X” ,..., k,‘,..., x;)y; + Q(x;, x; ,...) a: ,..., x;)y:) 
= [u&x;, x; )...) 2; ,...) xl) + ui-1(x1’, x; ,...) k; ,..., x&y,]. 
Introducing the relations (CY) we get, for each s < n: 
&Xl', x; ,..., 4,',..., x",) + uii--l(x;, x; ,...) q )...) x",) 
= (xgl + x;)(ud-2(xI', x; ,...) a;, 2: ,.‘., xi) 
which proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Now let us put for 2 < i < 2n, 
vi = i (qq(xl’, x; ,..., 9: )..., x:)y; + U&Xl’, x; ,..., g ,..., XZ) y:), 
S=l 
and 
LEMMA 8. The monomials 
f3 01 B *** qln 0 < Bl ,*-*, San < 1 
are linearly independent over Z2(x,‘, x; ,..., x,,‘, x3, the field of fractions of 
Z2[xl’, x; ,..., x*‘, xi]. 
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Proof. Suppose we have an expression C a,vI = 0 where a, E &(x1’, 
x; )..., Xn’, x3 and vI = vi ... vi for some subset I = (ii ,..., &) C (1 ,..., 27~). 
Suppose that for some of the I’s, a, # 0 and let f  be a set of maximal order 
among those. We can suppose ai = 1. 
Let J be the complement off in (l,..., 272). 
We have 
( 1 C a,y vj = 0. I 
But now, by maximality, only the term alvlvJ can contain a monomial of type b 
yl’y; .** y; . So we must have b y,‘y; ... y: = 0. 
Since a1 = 1 we have that b is equal to the coefficient ofy,‘y; ... yi in v, a*. var. 
So b comes to the equal to the determinant of the Jacobian matrix: 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
C#‘,..., 4) ...***. ul(xl’,..., 2;) 
u2n&1’ ,..., x;) ... uZn--l(Xl’)..., a;) 
which is different from zero by the algebraic independence of the elementary 
symmetric functions. So, also b yi’y; ... yi # 0 and this implies that af = 0 
thus giving a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Now for any two-by-two partition p of the set ( yl’,..., y:), let us consider the 
corresponding algebra Q2) given by taking the quotient of the algebra 
.&(x1’,..., x3[Yl’Yv Y@ = R 
(y;” + yl’,..., YZ + r:, 
obtained by identifying, two by two, the elements coupled in the partition p. 
Let us take the vector space over &? = Za(xi’,..., xi) given by &rQ2) where 
T is the set of two-by-two partitions of (I,..., 2n), and G: R --f BDETQ2) the 
vector space homomorphism which is the quotient defined above on each factor. 
We want to prove dim(Ker G) = 2+l. 
In order to do so let us prove the following. 
LEMMA 9, Let K be any Jield and 
R = NY, ,...t Y~~I/(YI~ + YI >..., rin + YZ& 
Let us consider, for each element p of the set T of two by two partitions of the set 
(l,..., 2n), the quotient Q, dejined as above. And let G: R -+ @&-Q2) also be 
defined as above. Then, dim(Im G) > 2”-l. 
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Proof. Let R’ be the subalgebra of R generated by yr ,..., yan-i . It will be 
sufficient to prove R’ A Ker(G) = 0. 
Now suppose G(C, a,y,) = 0, where a, E K and y1 = yi, **a yi, with 
with I = (ii ,..., &) C (l,..., 2n - 1). Clearly a4 = 0; so we can make induction 
on the order of I and suppose uI = 0 for 1 I 1 < m. 
Consider any element u,yil ... yi and suppose m to be even. 
Now take any partition p conta&g the couples (ii, &),..., (&-r , i,,J and 
consider the image of yi, *** yi, in Q, . It is clear that there is no set J with 
1 J 1 > 1 I 1 such that y, and yI are mapped to the same element in Q, , so this 
implies a, = 0. 
I f  I is odd, consider any p containing (is , is),..., (ime , i,,J(ir , 2n) and also in 
this case one proves readily that a, = 0. Q.E.D. 
If  we go back to I?, then Lemmas 8 and 9 imply that a basis for Ker(G) is 
given by the elements 
Now let us restrict ourselves to the subring i? C R generated by the elementary 
symmetric functions uI(xl’,..., x:) and by the vi’s. 
It is clear that an element x E w n Ker(G) if and only if x E Ker(G,) n i? 
where G, denotes the quotient a -+ Q9 relative to any partition p E T. I f  we 
consider the partitionp: ( yi’, y;),..., ( yn’, y:) th e a ove implies that the elements b 
G&2,..., v;s, 0 < /32 ,-**, pzn < 1 are linearly independent over Z,(u, ,..., u2,J 
with oi = oi(xl’, xi ,..., ~3. 
In particular the elements 
*% . . . 
1 azG,(vF) a-- Ga(vz) 
a1 ,*.., f-%2* 2 0, 0 < B2 ,--*, Ban < 1, are linearly independent over 2, . Since 
we know that ui = FWr,*(wi) and, by Lemma 11, G&r+) = F@+%,*(u~), for 
i > 2, we have that the monomials: 
WY . . . WamUBz . . . Ben 2n 2 U2n 011 1..., aZn 2 0, 0 < 8, ,...,B2, < 1 
are linearly independent in H*(F%@). 
Applying this for larger and larger n we get that the wi)s and uI’s generate a 
subalgebra of H*(F%@) with Poincare series 
(1 + t)(1 + t2) e-0 
(1 - t)(1 - t”) *** 
but this, by Proposition 2, is just the Poincare series of H*(FOt,b*) and the 
theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
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2.5. The Algebra H*(F;?fl) 
Given a group G, we say that a family {Ni}i., of subgroups of G detects the 
(mod 2) cohomology of G when, if we consider the elements jNi E [BN, , BG] 
for each i E I associated to the inclusions of the Ni’s in G, the homomorphism 
nip, j,,,*: H*(BG) + &, H*(BN,) is injective. 
It is known [7] that the cohomology of O,(K) is detected by its family of 
maximal elementary Abelian 2-subgroups. 
Since there are just two conjugacy classes of maximal elementary Abelian 
2-subgroups, one of which contains the subgroup of diagonal matrices Q(2), by 
taking a representative I’ for the class not containing Q(2), we have that the 
cohomology of O,(K) is detected by Q(2) and I’ (both Q(2) and I’ have rank 2). 
By the definition of ua we have j*,,,,(h,*(u,)) = 0, so we must have 
j,*(h,*(uJ) # 0. Since the center C of Qa(K) has order 2, by maximality C is 
-- 
contained in both Q(2) and V. Let us take polynomial generators X, y  (resp. x, y), 
for H*(BQ(2)) (resp. H*(BV)) with the property that the kernel of the homo- 
morphism H*(BQ(2)) --f H*(BC) (resp. H*(BV) -+ H*(X)) induced by 
inclusion, is the ideal (X + y) (resp. (X + 7)). 
We get: 
j*,,&,*(4) = x + Y, 
t*> 
i;dh,*W) = XY, 
j”@,*(%)) = 573 
j,*(h,*h)) = .b*(hl*W) = * + 7. 
This follows for the wi’s because the two subgroups Q(2) and V are conjugate 
in O,(K) and for ua by the definition of x and7 and by the fact that C = Q(2) n V. 
It follows from the above properties that the cohomology of 
O,(k) x -.- x O,(k) 
is detected by the subgroups of type E, x ... x En where each Ei can be equal 
to Q(2) or I’. 
Since the proof of Theorem 1 implies that the homomorphism 
h,*: Hi(@) + Hi(BO,(k) x ..- x BO,(k)) 
n times 
is injective for i < 2n - 1, we have that the homomorphism 
where the sum is taken over the number of different subgroups of type 
El x ... xE,,isinjectivefori<2n--1. 
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By definition 
h, = $i, , 
& being induced by the canonical inclusion of 
in O(k). Since in O(k) any two subgroups El x ... x E,, and El’ x *a* x E,’ 
with the same number of Ei’s and Ei’s equal to Q(2), are conjugate, we get that 
the homomorphism 
x j0c2), x iv, x -*- x jr,,)* h,*: Hi(FO@‘) 
-+ 6 Hi(BQ(2), x -a* x BQ(2)m. x BV, x *-* x BV,+,) 
?tZ=O 
is injective for i < 2n - 1. 
THEOREM 2. In H*(%,N) 
uk 2= c waub for each k > 2. 
a+b=2k-1 
W 
Proof. It follows from the above ‘discussion that it is sufficient to prove, 
for any fixed n > k 
hnm(t‘k2) = hnm c 
( 
f&u,, 
a+b=2k-1 1 
b>2 
for each 0 < m < n. 
Let us fix such an n and let us put for simplicity hnm(wi) = wi and L”(ui) =u< . 
First of all suppose m = n. Then, by the definition of the ui’s, we have 
0 = hnn(,‘k2) = A,” 
( 
2 w,ub . 
a+b=2k-1 1 
b>2 
Now suppose m = 0. We have the following relations: 
if g is odd 
X,0(24,) = 0 
if g is even 
~,“(%) = wg-1 for g < 2n, 
xyu,) = 0 for g > 2n. 
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To prove this, let us make induction on n, for n = 1 the above relations 
follow from Proposition 4 and the relations (*). Suppose they are true for n - 1 
and let us put A:-,(wJ = wi’, h:-_,(q) = ui’, Alo = PO;, Alo = uz . 
Using the multiplicative relations and the induction hypothesis we have 
! 
zh-1) z(n-1)-l 
LO(wUt,J = 1 + c w,‘ti + c w,‘tjs (1 + w;t + wy + wits). 
i=O j=l 
j=odd 
This implies if g is odd and g < 2n - 1 
u, = w;-2w; + w;-,w;=, 
ifg >, 2n + I 
u, = 0. 
If  g is even and g < 2% 
24, = wip2w; + w;-3w2’ + wi-1 = wg-l 
ifg > 2n 
u, = 0, 
so the above relations are proved. 
They imply, if K is odd, 
f-odd 
c W,Wf = 0 = &O(Uk2), 
etf=2k-2 
if K is even 
fzodd 
c -2 W,Wf - Wk-1 = n A “(Uk”). 
e+f=Zk-2 
Finally suppose 0 < m < n. Let us put wj’ = Aam and w; = h&(wj). 
The above relations and the multiplicative formulas imply 
f-odd 
Am n c c c we% Wll 
atb=2k--l atb-2k-1 ( e+f=b-1 
Take any 4-ple (e,f, u, V) with f  odd, (e,f) # (u, v), e + f  + u + ZI = 2K - 2. 
For this 4-ple we get the element 
in the above sum. 
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We separate two cases: 
(1) If  w is odd we get four 4-ple 
(e, f, f4 4, (u, 0, e, f>, (e, 0, u, f), (u,f, 6 WI 
which gives the same element in the above sum (clearly if e = u or f = w the 
four 4-ple reduce to two). 
(2) If  II is even we get two 4ple 
(e, f, II, w), (u,f, e, 4 
which gives the same element in the above sum. 
Now it is clear that in either case the elements associated to those 4-ple 
cancel two by two. 
So, we are left with the case e = u, f = w. 
This implies 
e-odd 
2 Am n c c WhlW"s = hnyuk2) 
afb=%k--l h+rr=2k-2 
where the second equality follows from the multiplicative relations. 
Thus 
Am n c wa”b = hnm(uk2) for each 0 < m < n 
a+b=%k-1 
and the theorem is proved. 
Combining Theorem 1 with Theorem 2 we get 
‘Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. H*(l%,@) as a algebra ower 2, has generators wl, w2 ,...; 
112 , 113 >**a with deg wi = i, deg uk = k - 2, and relations 
uk 
2, 
c W&n * 
a+b=2k-1 
02 
Remark. Just by using diedral groups and a multiplicative relation which 
can be easily defined for H*(%@) one could prove similar results to Theorems 1, 
2, and 3 without the restrictions q = 1 k I. 
3. THE HOMOLOGY OF FOf’ 
In this section we suppose that k is a field with q elements. 
Let Q’ and I” be two proper subgroups of the groups Q(2) and V considered 
in the preceding paragraph, which are both different from C. Since both Q 
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and v’ are elementary Abelian 2-subgroups of rank 1, E&(Q’) s I&( v’) e 2s 
for each i >, 0, where by Hi we denote the ith homology group with coefficients 
in 2,. 
Let li (resp. +ji) the unique nonzero element in Hi(Q’) (resp. Hi(V)) for 
i>, 1. 
Let R = Ml x a** x M, be any subgroup of 
O,(k) x -.- x O,(k) -,_ - n tmles 
which is the product of copies of Q’ and V’. 
For each R we get the homomorphism 
VCR)* H,(BR) - H,(&b). 
We put fi = (h,jo,)*fi and vi = (h,j,*)*+&. 
Now let 7, h E H,(&,Jq) be such that 7 = (h,, ,j,,)(?) and h = (hn”fRe)* 
(iI) for two subgroups R’ and R” of the type described above. We can define 
&I = (/~~,+~“j~,~~“)* (T @ h) by using the Kunneth formula. 
THEOREM 4. H,(%$u) h as a basis formed by the monomials 
gig . . . 77flr1B2 . . . 
with 01~ > 0, 0 < pi < 1 and all but a jSzite number of CQ’S and /3;‘s equal to zero. 
Furthermore, (76 + [i)’ = 0. 
Prmf. Let tl ,..., tN ; s1 ,..., sN be indeterminates with sj2 = 0 for each 
1 < j < n. We define the homomorphism 
T,:H,(F%@) --+ z2[tl ,..., tN] @ xd[s, ,..., SN] 
by 
where by ( ) we mean the canonical pairing between homology and cohomology. 
Now let 
[i = IN(&) and fji = TN(%)- 
The multiplicative relations and the definition of Q’ and V clearly imply that, 
if x E Hl(BQ’) (resp. y E IP(BV’)) is th e one-dimensional polynomial generator 
of H*(BQ’) (resp. H*(BV’)), 
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and 
and that, given two elements 7, h E H&6@) for which Ah is defined 
TN(Th) = TN(T) TN@)- 
The above relations give 
4i = U&l ,--., tN), 
7?i = 4(t1 + Sl),..., (t, + SN)), 
where by cr< we mean the elementary symmetric function of the variables in 
brackets. 
We also have 
N 
+ *** + 1 Shad-l(t, ,..., 2, ,..., tj.,). 
h=l 
so 
TN(& + 7)i)’ = 6 + jii)’ = O- (*I 
Finally we can filter Za[t, ,..., t,] @ /.l[~r ,..., sN] by powers of the ideal 
(Sl ,**-, sN); then under this filtration, the leading term of [i + [i is 
If  we consider Z2[t, ,..., t,,,] @ A[s i ,..., sN] as a De Rham complex with 
dt, = si we get that 
il sh(~i-,(t, ,...> 2h ,..., tr+)) = d4, ,..., f&. 
We apply the following: 
LEMMA 10 [lo]. The ring homomorphism .&[a1 ,..., uN] @ A[du, ,..., dq] + 
Z2[% ,..., ~1 0 4% ,...I dx,,,] defined in the obvious way is injective. 
We clearly get from the above lemma that the monomials 64’ -** ,$“+j~’ -*a &?’ 
with 01~ 3 0, 0 < /li < 1 are linearly independent. Thus by applying this 
607/27/3-3 
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result for larger and larger N together with Proposition 2, we get the first part 
of the theorem. 
The second follows from (*) and the fact that ‘I’,/H,(&B) is injective 
for i < N. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) The same remark at the end of Section 2 is valid in the case 
of this theorem. 
(2) Lemma 14 is essentially Lemma 12. 
(3) It arises from the proof of Theorem 3 that we can define a ring 
structure on H,(&@. With this ring structure H*(%#g) = Z,[[, , [a ,...I @ 
q4$ + Tl + &? + 72 1-I. 
4. THE COHOMOLOGY OF THE ORTHOGONAL GROUPS OVER k 
Now let us consider, for each n, the subspace V, of knfl which has as a basis 
the vectors v, va ,..., v, , where vs ,..., v, are the last n - 2 vectors of the canon- 
ical basis of kn+l and v  = av, + bv, , v, , v2 being the first two vectors in the 
canonical basis of kn+l and a2 + b2 being equal to a nonsquare. If  we give V, 
the bilinear form induced by the usual bilinear form on k”, we clearly get an 
inclusion of O,( I’,> = a,(k) in O,+,(k), where O,( I’,) denotes the orthogonal 
group of V, with respect to such a bilinear form. 
Further, it is easily seen that we can define direct sum homomorphisms 
O,(k) x O,(k) - Om+,dk), &(k) x O,(k) - om+&), and O,(k) x %(k) - 
on+m(k) for each m, n, and that they can be defined to be compatible with the 
direct sum homomorphisms considered above and with inclusions, thus im- 
plying that the multiplicative formulas are valid also for the homotopy maps on 
classifying spaces induced by those homomorphisms. 
Remarks. (1) We recall, see [4], that, give any n-dimensional vector space I” 
over k together with a nonsingular bilinear form IJJ on V we have 0( V, q~) = 
O,(k) or O(V, ) = o,(k). Further O,(k) = o,(k) for n odd. 
(2) Instead of the usual distinction between the split and nonsplit cases, 
we have made a different one for practical reasons which will appear in what 
follows. In any case our distinction coincides with the usual one when k has 
4m + 1 elements. 
Let us consider now the group @r>l H,(BO,(k)) @ &.>I H,(B~,(k)); the 
direct sum homomorphisms induce a multiplication on such a group which is 
readily seen to be associative and commutative. 
Let 6’ be the generator of H,,(BO,(k)) (resp. 6” that of H&B&(k))), then & 
will be the generator of H,,(BO,(k)), 8” = br for r even and 86+-l will be the 
generator of H,(B~,(k)). 
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We have: 
THEOREM 5. If, for each n, 0, E [BO,(k), BO(K)] (req. 0, E [Be,,(k), BO@)]) 
is the honzoto@ class induced by the canonical inclusion of O,(k) in O(k) (resp. to 
the canonical inclusion O,(k) C O,+,(k) C O(k)), then the homomorphisms: 
&,J.+.: H,(BO,(k)) - H,(%,@) 
(resp. (&,)m: H&30,(k)) - H,(E,@)) 
are injective. 
Proof. By their definitions we can choose Q’ to be O,(k) and V’ to be 9(k) 
under their canonical inclusions in O,(k). Thus, if we consider the elements 
Si E WWk)), i > 1, 
rli E fP4(4), i 2 1, 
we have, since it is clear that %& = h, and since, if j (resp. j) denotes the 
homotopy class associated to the inclusion 9(k) C O,(k) (resp. 4(k) C O,(k)), 
0, j = 6, (resp. 0,j = Or), 0, (resp. c?&) takes the fi’s (resp. the qi)s), into the 
elements denoted by the same name in H,(FO#g). 
It also follows from the multiplicative relations that each monomial in the 
&‘s and T~‘S in &zr H,(BO,(k)) @ @r>i H,(BB,(k)) goes into the corre- 
sponding monomial in the &‘s and rli’s, in H,(FO@). 
In order to prove the theorem we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 11. The cohomology of O,,(k) and of an(k) is detected by their 
elementary Abelian 2-subgroups. 
The proof of this lemma in all the cases not covered by Theorem 4.3 in [9] 
is exactly as the proof of that lemma, using the appropriate numerical relation 
in [4]. 
LEMMA 12. In n = 2m + e (e = 0, l), then the cohomology of O,(k) is 
detected by the subgroup which is the image of 
O,(k) x *.* x O,(k) x O,(k)” 
m-times 
under its canonical inclusion. Similarly for n = 2m, the cohomology of O,(k) is 
detected by 
O,(k) x -.- x O,(k) x O,(k) 
m-times 
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andfor n =2m + 1 by 
O,(k) x ... x O,(k) x O,(k). -.-- 
m-times 
Proof. By Lemma 11, it is sufficient to prove that each elementary Abelian 
2-subgroup of O,(k) (resp. a,(k)) is conjugate to a subgroup of the groups in 
which we want to detect cohomology. 
Since given such a subgroup A C O,(k), we can consider k” as an orthogonal 
n-dimensional representation of A, it is sufficient to prove that any orthogonal 
representation of A can be decomposed as a sum of one-dimensional orthogonal 
representations. 
Since for one-dimensional representations this is trivial we suppose, by 
induction, that any m-dimensional representation of A can be written as a sum 
of one-dimensional representations for m < n. 
Let us consider an n-dimensional orthogonal representation W of il, and let L 
be an irreducible invariant subspace for this representation. Since the exponent 
of A divides q ~ 1, L is of dimension 1. We divide two cases: 
(1) If  L is not an isotropic subspace, then W = L @ Ll where Ll is the 
space orthogonal to L, and by applying induction for Ll, W can be written as a 
sum of one-dimensional representations. 
(2) If  L is an isotropic subspace, then, by choosing an invariant subspace 
which is complementary to L (this exists because the order of A is prime to the 
characteristic of k), we write W as a direct sum of a hyperbolic orthogonal 
representation and an (rz - 2)-dimensional representation. Thus we only have 
to prove the lemma for a two-dimensional representation in case we get an 
invariant subspace which is isotropic. Suppose we are in this case, let us take 
the other isotropic subspace. This too must be an invariant subspace since the 
representation is orthogonal. But each element of A has order two so that it must 
act on each isotropic subspace as 1 or - 1, and orthogonality implies that it 
must act in the same fascion on both, thus implying the lemma. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 5. 
Since $3’a = ha it follows from Proposition 5 that (&a)* is injective so, by 
Theorem 4 we get 
fi2 = .qi i 3 1. 
Theorem 4 also implies that the elements tj& , 0 < j < h, and qiqk , 0 < i < k, 
where we put E,, = 8, and y0 = &‘, are linearly independent, thus they generate 
a submodule of H,(BO,(k)) with PoincarC series (1 + t)/(l - t)(l - t2). But, 
by the known structure of H*(BO,(k)), th is is just the Poincare series of 
ff*w,w)~ 
Thus the above elements form a basis for H,(BO,(k)). 
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By reasoning in a similar way we can see that H,(B&(k)) has a basis formed 
by the monomials &vi , i 2 0, j 3 0. 
Now we have that if G, (resp. GJ are the subgroups detecting the cohomology 
of O,(K) (resp. 0,(k)) f ound in Lemma 12 the homomorphisms 
6 n* : H,(BG,) + H,W,W), 
resp. 
s,, : H*(BQ - H*(m&(k)), 
induced by inclusion are onto. Thus using the fact that Sr2 = bi2 we get that 
the elements 
i,.&<--*<i,, 
CPq .*. p;@q; . . . gf j2 <j2 *** <jt, 
%J>,O,O<Bo<.1, 
form a set of generators over Z, for @721 H(BO,(k)) @ @,>r H(BOF(k)). 
Now, if for such a monomial A we define 
deg(4 = 1 a1 + c Pi 
1 z 
we have that A E H,(BO,(k)) if and only if deg(A) = r and the number of Q’S 
is even, and A E H,(Bo,(k)) if and only if deg(A) = Y and the number of rli’s is 
odd; so, in order to prove our theorem, it is sufficient to prove that the monomials 
of a fixed degree are mapped by (%,), (resp. ($O,)*) to independent monomials. 
We have from the above, 
(;B,)*(&y ... pP%. *.. Q) = q ... Qji ... 7. J2 *t 
(with t even if /IO = 0, t odd if PO = l), and similarly for (kP,J* which by 
Theorem 4 clearly implies that the monomials contained in H,(BO,(k)) (resp. 
in H,(Bo,(k))) are mapped to independent monomials by (h@,J* (resp. (&J*). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6. H*(BO,(k)) is generated as an algebra by elements tiI ,..., a,, ; 
ii, )..,) iin ) with deg(@) = i, deg(&) = i - 1, subject to the following relations 
H*(Bo,(k)) is generated as an algebra by elements W, ,..., W, ; ii2 ,..., C,,+I , with 
deg(ai) = i, deg(&) = i - 1 subject to the following relations 
u.2 = 
c 
-- 
z wa”b 9 where Ed, = 1; =i&, = ii,,+r . 
a+b=24-1 
Proof. It follows by Theorem 5 that the homomorphism (go,)*: H*(FO(k))-+ 
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H*(BO,(k)) is onto for each n - 1; and we known, by Lemma 16 that, if 
n = 2m + e (e = 0, l), the homomorphism 
a,*: H*(BO,(k)) - H*(BO,(k) L .-* x BO,(k) x BO,(k)“) 
m-times 
induced by inclusion, is into. 
If  n = 2m, then (&J&J = h, , so the theorem follows from the proof of 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 by taking W, = (&V,)*(wi) and 4 = (%pE)*(U<). 
If  n = 2m + 1, we have that, by definition the inclusion of 
O,(k) x ... x O,(k) x O,(k) e., - m-times 
in O,(k) is obtained by composing the inclusion of 
O,(k) x .*. x O,(k) x O,(k), M.. - m-tmles 
in O,-,(k) x (O,(k)) with the direct sum homomorphism O,+,(k) x O,(k) - 
O,(k); thus by the multiplicative relations and the result for O,-,(k), we get 
i 
n-1 n-1 
(ii8,6,)*(w,,J = 1 + c zq’ti + c iq’tj-4 @ (1 + xt) 
i=l i=z 1 
where a$’ = ham,, cj’ = A,*-,(u,), and x E fP(BO,(k)) is the one-dimensional 
polynomial generator of H*(BO,(k)). 
Thus we get (&,6,)*(z+) = 0 and = (&,6,)*(uJ = 0 for i > rz. 
This means that the ideal generated by w,+r , w,+a ,..., u,+r , u,+s ,... lies in 
the kernel of (go,)*. 
Since by the proof of Theorem 5 the Poincare series of H*(BO,(k)) is 
(1 + t) ... (1 + tn-1) 
(1 - t) *.. (1 - t”) 
and since also the algebra 
H*(Gww,+l, %+2 >.*., %I+1 > G+z Y) 
has this Poincare series, thus the theorem follows also for n = 2m + I, because 
of (&On)* being onto by putting @ = (%V,)*(wJ and i& = (&J,)*z+ . 
Finally, the case of OJk) is much similar, so we leave the details to the 
reader. Q.E.D. 
Remark, Theorem 5 clearly implies that given an orthogonal representation 
v  of a finite group G over k, the class Us can be interpreted as obstructions for y  
to be of the type split, if q = 4m + 1 or q = 4m + 3 and n = 4s, nonsplit in 
the remaining cases. 
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APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma Al. I f  we take the Grassmanian model, then (BO)” = 
lim,,, (G,sln, where G,, denotes the real Grassmanian of m-dimensional 
subspaces of a vector space of dimension m + s. 
Then, if we consider the Milnor exact sequence 
0 --t Rib KO-l((G,,,,)n) + [BO”, BO] + lim fi((G,,Jn) - 0 
111.8 9n.s 
where Rl denotes the first derived functor of b, we must have in order to 
prove the lemma, R~~&IJ,,, KO-l((G,,sy) = 0. 
Now the real completion theorem [2] implies that the inverse system 
KO-‘((G&n) is isomorphic as a pro-object to the inverse system 
where, for any group G, RO(G) (resp. R(G)) denotes the real (resp. complex) 
representation ring of G and I(G) denotes the real augmentation ideal in RO(G). 
It follows that, if we fix m, the inverse system KO-l((G,,J”) satisfied the 
Mittag-Leffler condition. 
If  we make m vary, we notice that it follows from the representation theory 
of 0, [I], that, if m is odd, the restriction map RO((0,)“) + RO((O,)n), for 
h 3 m, is onto and this easily implies that the entire system KO-l((G,,J”) 
satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, which implies, [2], 
R1 lim KO-l((G,,,)n) = 0 
m,s 
thus proving the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma A2. We consider the Milnor construction for the classifying 
space of a topological group G, we have 
BG = BG’“‘, with BG(m) = G*G*G*****GG 
m times 
and * denotes the join operation. 
Now by the definition of BO(K) we have BO(K) = Um,n,8 Bi$ with BL$ = 
(BOn(~d(“‘~~ 
The Milnor exact sequence in this case gives us the exact sequence 
0 -+ R1 lim [BLY;, QBO] -+ [BO(Q BO] -+ lim [&y’s , BO] 
m.*.S 7n.n.s 
--t 0. 
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So, in order to prove the proposition we have to show 
(1) R1 lim P,,~ (m), QBO] = 0, 
m,n,s 
(2) b[B;T; ,BO] = [BO,(R(,)),BO]. 
n 
But (1) follows because, if we fix a couple (n, s) we have [2] that the inverse 
system {[Baby , LYIO]}, with only m varying, is isomorphic as a pro-object to 
the inverse system 
I 
RO(O,(K,,,))/R(O,(k,,,) 
(I(O,(K(,,))“(RO(O,(K(.~,)IR(O,(K(,))) 1rn . (*I 
(we use the notations in [2]), and we have that this inverse system consists of 
finite groups. So the entire inverse system {[B($ , BO]} is isomorphic to an 
inverse system of finite groups. 
(2) follows from the Milnor exact sequence 
for each couple (n, s), using the isomorphism between the system {[BLyi , QBO]}, 
and the system (*). Q.E.D. 
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